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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: THE LAW OF TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS, PATENTS, AND TRADE SECRETS
Cengage Learning This Fifth Edition of Bouchoux’ comprehensive, reader-friendly text helps aspiring and practicing paralegals master the complexities of modern intellectual property law, including
registration procedures, duration of rights, and protection from infringement. Updated to address current trends and developments, the new edition covers cutting-edge issues such as technological
innovations, intellectual property in the digital age, the role of the Internet, and evolving business law. Sample agreements, forms, task checklists, realistic case studies with related activities, excerpts of
real cases, and a new “Putting It into Words” feature help students master key concepts and procedures. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: THE LAW OF TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS, PATENTS, AND TRADE SECRETS
Cengage Learning This Fifth Edition of Bouchoux’ comprehensive, reader-friendly text helps aspiring and practicing paralegals master the complexities of modern intellectual property law, including
registration procedures, duration of rights, and protection from infringement. Updated to address current trends and developments, the new edition covers cutting-edge issues such as technological
innovations, intellectual property in the digital age, the role of the Internet, and evolving business law. Sample agreements, forms, task checklists, realistic case studies with related activities, excerpts of
real cases, and a new “Putting It into Words” feature help students master key concepts and procedures. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INFORMATION RIGHTS FOR LIBRARIANS
ABC-CLIO Including real-world scenarios and best practices, this text presents the important topics of patents, trademarks, and copyrights in relation to intellectual property creators and consumers. •
Includes ways to identify the basic types of intellectual property and related laws • Oﬀers ways to recognize and distinguish the conceptual diﬀerence between intellectual property creators (authors,
inventors, etc.) and consumers (users) in information-based situations • Includes examples of fair use and First Amendment rights • Explores legal and ethical issues involving intellectual freedom, internet
regulations, privacy, cybercrime, and security • Showcases ways to comprehend and examine intellectual property job-related applications for multiple types of library customers, media creators, and
business branding specialists

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
THE LAW OF TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS, PATENTS, AND TRADE SECRETS
Cengage Learning INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: THE LAW OF TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS, PATENTS, AND TRADE SECRETS, 4E, International Edition is a thorough guide to the four ﬁelds of intellectual
property law: trademarks, copyrights, patents, and trade secrets. This comprehensive, yet reader-friendly text helps aspiring and practicing paralegals alike master the complexities of modern intellectual
property law, including topics such as registration procedures, duration of rights, protection from infringement, current concerns in each ﬁeld, and international trends and developments. Now updated in a
new Fourth Edition, this wide-ranging text features coverage of cutting-edge issues such as technological innovations, intellectual property in the digital age, the role of the Internet, and evolving business
law. In addition to an in-depth overview of each ﬁeld, the text features abundant practical material, such as sample agreements, forms, checklists of paralegal tasks, charts, citations, statutes, realistic
case studies, excerpts of real cases, and interesting trivia to capture students' interest and provide valuable insights into real-world paralegal practice. Additional features useful for paralegal students and
professionals include references to intellectual property websites, questions to encourage targeted Internet research, Case Illustrations, Case Study and Activities, Role of Paralegal element, and "Ethics
Edge" boxes that explore ethical issues related to chapter content.

MANAGING COPYRIGHT IN HIGHER EDUCATION
A GUIDEBOOK
Rowman & Littleﬁeld As more and more colleges and universities establish copyright oﬃces and/or assign the responsibilities of copyright education and advisory services to speciﬁc individuals within the
institution, many times librarians, there is a paucity of resources available on how to manage that responsibility. Most works on copyright discuss the law and court cases interpreting the law but few
address the situational application of it and the management and coordination of copyright eﬀorts on a campus. Here is a complete, one-stop, guide to managing copyright at all levels—community
college, college, and university. Complete chapters are devoted to: The university culture The role of a copyright oﬃce How to establish a copyright oﬃce Copyright services for librarians Copyright
services for faculty Copyright services for administrators and staﬀ Copyright services for students Written by the director of the University Copyright Oﬃce at Purdue University who holds both law and
library science degrees, this is complete, authoritative guide is a must-purchase for every institution of higher education seeking to comply with the copyright law and thus avoid potential liability
exposure.

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS FOR PARALEGAL
Aspen Publishing Business Organizations for Paralegals by Deborah E. Bouchoux oﬀers comprehensive overview of business organizations, presented in a student-friendly format Business Organizations for
Paralegals covers of all the various types of business organizations and provides a basic and thorough understanding without overwhelming students. Each business entity is discussed using a logical “life
cycle” approach: from its formation, to its advantages and disadvantages, to its operation, to its dissolution, and to its tax consequences. The text begins with an introduction to the various business
entities and then progresses from the simplest, the sole proprietorship, through partnerships, to the most complex, the business corporation. The newest forms of business entities, the limited liability
partnership and limited liability company, are also discussed. The text concludes with “other” forms of corporations, such as nonproﬁt and professional corporations. The text combines in-depth
substantive coverage of topics with practical information, including checklists. Throughout, helpful pedagogy reinforces the material, including web resources, key terms, practice tips, and exercises. New
to the Ninth Edition: New case illustrations, discussion questions, and Net Worth questions New and updated charts Discussion of the Corporate Transparency Act of 2021 Discussions of the shift away from
the shareholder primacy doctrine to a new standard for corporate responsibility in which the interests of other stakeholders are considered when corporations take action Examination of green and social
bonds, by which corporations fund eco-friendly projects or raise funds for social projects such as aﬀordable housing An entirely new section in Chapter Eleven on governance trends, especially ESG issues,
such as improving diversity in the boardroom and proposals to combat climate change Discussion of direct listings and SPACs (special purpose acquisition companies) as alternatives to IPOs The use of
new stock trading apps such as Robinhood and the 2021 short sale of meme stock GameStop The SEC’s actions against celebrities for touting cryptocurrency investments The eﬀect of the #MeToo and
Black Lives Matter movements on businesses The signiﬁcance of the COVID-19 pandemic in various business-related issues Professors and students will beneﬁt from: Comprehensive, classroom-tested text
designed for paralegal students Timely coverage of new trends and topics Excellent pedagogy and well-written text make a dense topic accessible Helpful visual aids and charts that illustrate and highlight
important topics Sample forms that appear in context throughout the book Discussion of the role of the paralegal in each chapter

THE INDIGO BOOK
Lulu.com This public domain book is an open and compatible implementation of the Uniform System of Citation.

THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GUIDE
IP LITERACY AND STRATEGY BASICS FOR SUPPORTING INNOVATION
Brush Education Intellectual property strategies to power your bottom line In the innovation economy, intellectual property is among the most valuable assets a business can have. IP strategy isn’t just
incidental to success, it’s a key driver—research shows that IP-intensive small- and medium-sized enterprises are 60% more likely to achieve high growth. Myra Tawﬁk and Karima Bawa, two noted experts
in the ﬁeld of IP law and strategy, want to help you achieve greater success through the strategic deployment of your business’s IP. More than just patents, IP encompasses conﬁdential information and
trade secrets, industrial design, copyright, and trademarks. Understanding the unique IP portfolio of your business and how to leverage it for maximum beneﬁt can pay huge dividends. A strong IP strategy
can allow you to command higher prices for your goods and services, increase your market share, generate new revenue streams, improve brand recognition, attract new investment, and lower your costs.
You can also avert threats from your competitors by using your IP both oﬀensively and defensively to protect your market and drive up your competitors’ costs. Perfect for entrepreneurs, innovators,
inventors, expert advisors and investors, this primer will sharpen your knowledge and help you make informed decisions about IP strategy to drive your business forward.

LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING FOR PARALEGALS
Aspen Publishers This revision of a best-selling paperback text continues to carefully lead students through the legal research and writing process -- from start to ﬁnish. It oﬀers a comprehensive overview
of research and writing skills, complemented by illustrations and exercises. Bouchoux provides everything students need to know to master the basics, from using the law library, to deciding how many
authorities are enough, to polishing writing skills. Some features of note include: -- An exceptionally clear presentation that is logical and well-organized. -- "Writing Strategies" which are integrated into
each of the research chapters -- providing a link between the process of researching and the process of writing. -- Helpful appendices which supply students with a sample legal memorandum, sample brief
for court, and a sample appellate brief. The Second Edition includes helpful new additions: -- Boxes in research chapters oﬀer Technology Tips, such as useful Internet addresses to help with research. -- All
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new assignments are found throughout the book. -- Completely updated chapter on Computer-Assisted Legal Research, with more information on CD-ROM resources and doing research on the Internet. -- A
new appendix with a resource guide of useful phone numbers for conducting research. -- A new Glossary of key terms.

FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS FOR PARALEGALS
Aspen Publishing Now in its Seventh Edition, Fundamentals of Business Organizations for Paralegals by Deborah E. Bouchoux oﬀers concise coverage of every form of business organization in the United
States. In a readable and concise format, Fundamentals of Business Organizations for Paralegals discusses the nature of each form of business; the advantages and disadvantages of each type of
organization, business operation and management; transferability of ownership; formation and dissolution of the business; and the tax implications for each type of organization. With a straightforward
treatment of all pertinent topics, Deborah E. Bouchoux expertly balances substantive discussion with practical guidance for the paralegal. Enhanced by excellent pedagogy, the text engages students with
the material and ensures comprehension of key topics. New to the Seventh Edition: All new case illustrations and end-of-chapter discussion and Net Worth questions New and updated charts Discussion of
the Corporate Transparency Act of 2021 Discussions of the shift away from the shareholder primacy doctrine to a new standard for corporate responsibility in which the interests of other stakeholders are
considered when corporations take action Examination of green and social bonds, by which corporations fund eco-friendly projects or raise funds for social projects such as aﬀordable housing An entirely
new section in Chapter Ten on governance trends, especially ESG issues, such as improving diversity in the boardroom and proposals to combat climate change The eﬀect of the #MeToo and Black Lives
Matter movements on businesses The signiﬁcance of the COVID-19 pandemic in various business-related issues Professors and students will beneﬁt from: Thoughtful text tailored to a shorter course
Timely coverage of new trends and topics Excellent pedagogy and well-written text make a dense topic accessible Helpful visual aids and charts that illustrate and highlight important topics Sample forms
that appear in context throughout the book Discussion of the role of the paralegal in each chapter

LEGAL INFORMATICS
Cambridge University Press This cutting-edge volume oﬀers a theoretical and applied introduction to the emerging legal technology and informatics industry.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
TEXT AND CASES
Excel Books India

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS LAW IN FOCUS
Aspen Publishing Business Organizations Law in Focus, Second Edition provides a thorough introduction to the key attributes, advantages, and disadvantages of every form of for-proﬁt business
organization in the United States, including: partnerships, limited liability companies, and corporations. The practice-oriented approach of the Focus Casebook Series elucidates the legal and practical
aspects of business organizations through real-world scenarios that provide numerous opportunities for students to apply theory to practice and solidify their understanding of key concepts. Clear
exposition and Case Previews support independent learning and focus case analysis. New to the Second Edition: Signiﬁcantly more editing of cases with an eye towards making case excerpts shorter and
more accessible to students. Expanded coverage of LLCs in Chapter 12, including a newly added case and related exercises addressing the primacy of the operating agreement in LLC governance and
2019 case and associated exercises highlighting LCC dissolution standards. Newly-added cases and exercises in Chapter 9 highlighting the continued evolution of Delaware’s Caremark corporate
monitoring and oversight doctrine, including references to the Delaware Supreme Court’s recent decision in Marchand v. Barhill, 212 A.3d 805, 809 (Del. 2019) reversing the dismissal of Caremark claims
against an ice cream manufacturer over allegedly persistent food safety issues, and the Chancery Court’s decision in Clovis Oncology, Inc. Derivative Litig., C.A. No. 2017-0222-JRS, 2019 WL 4850188
(OCT. 1, 2019) denying a motion to dismiss Caremark claims involving allegedly “serial non-compliance” with FDA protocols and regulations having to do with drug approval. An additional case in Chapter
10 that asks whether the “disrespectful and unfairly disproportionate treatment of a female shareholder by the male majority in a closely held corporation constitutes corporate oppression” pursuant to
New York Business Corporation Law § 1104-a (a)(1). A new case in Chapter 10 in which shareholders of AmerisourceBergen—one of the world’s leading wholesale distributors of opioid painkillers—sought
to exercise their inspection rights under DGCL § 200 to investigate whether the ﬁrm had engaged in wrongdoing in connection with the distribution of opioids. Additional and expanded references to Model
Business Corporation Act (MBCA) standards across Chapters 8, 9, and 10, including expanded references to MBCA standards concerning director conﬂicting interest transactions, the corporate opportunity
doctrine, and the MBCA’s universal demand rule for derivative actions. A new case in Chapter 3 addressing duties of loyalty and candor in the partnership context that invokes the Meinhard v. Salmon
standard in a manner that is more accessible to students. Updated coverage of the proxy system and proxy regulation, securities oﬀering rules and regs, and developments in insider trading law. New
cases and “spotlight” sections that address a variety of timely issues, including “unicorns” (start-up businesses with a valuation of at least $1 billion), claims involving opioid manufacturers, and corporate
governance matters involving #MeToo claims. Professors and students will beneﬁt from: Features that engage students in applying theory to practice, such as Real-Life Applications, Application Exercises,
and Applying the Concepts. Experiential exercises on drafting documents and preparing appropriate ﬁlings. An overview in Chapter One of the various forms of business organization and their key
attributes, advantages, and disadvantages. An emphasis on contemporary principal cases and issues that resonate with today’s students and fuel class discussion. Clear exposition of legal principles
means students can absorb assigned reading on their own, and professors don’t have to explain it from the lectern in class. Attention to attorney ethical issue and rules that commonly arise in the
representation of business entities. The online ascii art generator can convert text to multiline text boxes. Try it now.

CIVIL LITIGATION
Cengage Learning Succeed in your role as a paralegal with CIVIL LITIGATION, Seventh Edition. Practical, easy-to-understand, and thoroughly up-to-date, this proven book helps you grasp the details of
today's litigation practice, covers the litigation process in a range of contexts, and demonstrates the relationship of litigation to other legal specialties. Each chapter includes exercises focusing on two
cases, giving you the opportunity to work the cases from beginning to end, simulating an on-the-job experience. You'll also ﬁnd sample documents (such as complaints, answers, interrogatories, and
deposition summaries) that familiarize you with the documents you will encounter in the litigation law oﬃce. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.

ASPEN HANDBOOK FOR LEGAL WRITERS
A PRACTICAL REFERENCE
Aspen Publishers Buy anew version of this Connected Casebook and receiveaccess to theonline e-book, practice questionsfrom your favorite study aids, and anoutline tool on Casebook Connect, the all in
one learning solution for law school students. Casebook Connect oﬀers you what you need most to be successful in your law school classes - portability, meaningful feedback, and greater eﬃciency. This
looseleaf version of the Connected Casebook does not come with a binder. The Aspen Handbook for Legal Writers, a brief and accessible reference on mechanics and style, is a useful companion to any
legal writing text. Targeted at the needs of legal writers, the text initially focuses on the rules of grammar, style, and usage--with plenty of examples. A section on Legal Documents oﬀers strategies to
improve legal writing, with sample letters, memorandum, case brief, trial brief, and appellate brief. Numerous, helpful examples showcase both good and bad writing. This practical approach helps law
students with common problems and dilemmas: substitutions for "legalese," lists of commonly used legal idioms, spelling tips, advice on organization and the legal writing process, proofreading, and
document design. Modeled after handbooks used at the undergraduate level, the Handbook features a small trim size, comb-binding, clear organization, two-color printing, and helpful design elements to
highlight important information. Distinctive features designed with the student in mind include Websites for each topic addressed, Tips and Strategies to highlight key topics such as breaking writers'
blocks, meeting deadlines, communicating by email and text messaging, ethics notes, and Challenge Exercises in each chapter to test mastery. A brief Table of Contents on the inside front cover and Style
Sheet on the inside back cover oﬀer quick reference. Key Features: For all writers, pragmatic and useful information is given on beginning the writing process, tips to meet deadlines, common legal
conventions or traditions, common blunders made by legal writers, and proofreading and document design. The fundamental features of legal writing (accuracy, readability, clarity, and brevity) are
covered in depth. Quiz or 'Challenge' questions test readers' comprehension of the material and showcase methods to improve writing. Sample documents are provided for the most common types of legal
writings, including: Sample demand letter Sample opinion letter Sample legal memorandum Sample trial court brief Sample appellate brief (which includes a table of authorities) Sample case brief Sample
litigation document (a complaint for breach of contract) Sample transactional document (a joint venture agreement) Electronic communications are covered-twenty tips for using email in a professional
setting are given, along with tips for web conferences, texting, and communicating through social media. The Handbook also includes an Appendix on English as a Second Language, which should be
helpful to students and new attorneys whose language of origin is not English. Casebook Connectfeatures: ONLINE E-BOOK Law school comes with a lot of reading, so access your enhanced e-book
anytime, anywhere to keep up with your coursework. Highlight, take notes in the margins, and search the full text to quickly ﬁnd coverage of legal topics.

LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING FOR PARALEGALS
Wolters Kluwer Law & Business A clear, well-organized text for the introductory legal research and writing course, designed speciﬁcally for paralegal students.

REAL ESTATE AND PROPERTY LAW FOR PARALEGALS
Aspen Publishing Complete introduction to real estate and property law, designed with the paralegal student in mind. This straightforward, student-friendly text lays out the basic foundations of the law,
accompanied by real world examples. The author provides a solid foundation the basics of real estate law, including the practicalities of daily legal work. In a balanced approach, Bevans covers all the key
topics paralegals need to know in an easy-to-read and engaging style that utilizes numerous examples and illustrations but never overwhelms the student. Well-structured pedagogy reinforces this
readable text. Each chapter features a variety of eﬀective learning aids, including forms, edited cases, and a wealth of exercises for mastering the material and building practical paralegal skills. The
revised Fifth Edition is thoroughly updated with changes in the law. Key Features: Updated procedures and documentation for real estate closings Current forms throughout the text Recent cases that
signal changes in the law Fresh coverage of technology as used in the oﬃce, such as cloud computing, Adobe Acrobat and PDFs, Speech Recognition Software, and Electronic Billing

CALIFORNIA PROPERTY LAW FOR PARALEGALS
Aspen Publishing Designed to simplify material while maximizing student interest, California Property Law for Paralegals is a well-organized, clearly written, practical text. This concise yet comprehensive
book will provide students the tools they need but will not overwhelm them because it is geared speciﬁcally to the needs of paralegal students. Written so that class lectures can be prepared with ease,
this text features: Practical problem solving exercises and hypotheticals presented in an interesting and attention-grabbing style with an eye to engaging the reader Ethical issues discussed throughout the
text that challenge the students and prepare them for practice An option for instructors to encourage students to draft assignments in IRAC form to better prepare students for the workplace and to make
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grading easier for instructors Chapters ending with a review of important terms, concepts, deﬁnitions, and chapter review questions. The author engages both students and instructors with four special
features intended to facilitate mastering the law through practical application: Judge for a Day uses a paraphrased judicial opinion or fact pattern that does not reveal the holding of the case. Students are
asked to predict the judge's ruling. These can be used to trigger classroom discussion or used in a mock trial. The Client Comes Calling presents a challenge or task that a paralegal may encounter in the
course of an ordinary day in a law ﬁrm. This feature spotlights ethical considerations and also introduces students to the business side of the practice of law. Sharpening the Saw: An Exercise in Issue
Spotting trains paralegals to think like legal professionals. Students are asked to read a set of facts and then to identify and eﬀectively convey the issue in writing. This feature is presented in such a way
that an instructor can determine how much emphasis to place on legal writing. Out of the Ivory Tower reminds students that clients use law ﬁrms to solve problems. This feature encourages creative
thinking and a focus on the "big picture." Without a doubt, California Property Law for Paralegals is your best alternative for an easy to teach, focused, California-speciﬁc property text aimed speciﬁcally at
paralegals.

FOUNDATIONS OF LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING, INTERNATIONAL EDITION
Cengage Learning The latest book from Cengage Learning on Foundations of Legal Research and Writing, International Edition

ETHICS FOR THE LEGAL PROFESSIONAL
Prentice Hall Ethics for the Legal Professional, 8e by Deborah Orlik sets the standard for professional responsibility textbooks. Written for the paralegal, its upbeat tone encourages students to stay
engaged in the reading. Margin "Challenge Assignments" invite students to research and apply their own state laws to common ethical problems. Video cases are available online and oﬀer a contemporary
approach to class discussion. Additional cases and vignettes ﬁll each chapter and help students apply concepts to real situations. This edition includes more on online self-testing and research
assignments, while referencing the latest case law for each of the 50 states. With its lively narrative and state-speciﬁc approach, this book tackles important ethical issues and builds marketable research
and critical-thinking skills.

CYBERLAW
TEXT AND CASES
Modern business leaders need knowledge and agility to navigate the ever-evolving legal world of e-commerce, and the third edition of CYBERLAW: TEXT & CASES, 3e, International Edition gives them both.
Delivered in an entrepreneurial style, the text takes students through the complete business lifecycle—from idea to operation to dissolution—while examining the legal, managerial, and ethical issues
aﬀecting technology at each stage. Excerpted cases thoroughly explain the law in every chapter, while a running case about Google enlightens students with the real-world legal implications of running a
technology company today.

E-DISCOVERY: AN INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL EVIDENCE
Cengage Learning Essential for anyone who works with technology in the ﬁeld, E-DISCOVERY is a hands-on, how-to training guide that provides students with comprehensive coverage of the technology
used in e-discovery in civil and criminal cases. From discovery identiﬁcation to collection, processing, review, production, and trial presentation, this practical text covers everything your students need to
know about e-discovery, including the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, and Federal Rules of Evidence. Throughout the text, students will have the opportunity to work
with e-discovery tools such as Discovery Attender, computer forensics tools such as AccessData's Forensics ToolKit, as well as popular processing and review platforms such as iConect, Concordance, and
iPro. An interactive courtroom tutorial and use of Trial Director are included to complete the litigation cycle. Multiple tools are discussed for each phase, giving your students a good selection of potential
resources for each task. Finally , real-life examples are woven throughout the text, revealing little talked-about potential pitfalls, as well as best practice and cost management suggestions. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

TRADEMARK LAW TREATY IMPLEMENTATION
THE LAW OF SELF DEFENSE, 2ND EDITION
You arm yourself so you're hard to kill. Know the law so you're hard to convict. Let's face it, the world isn't always nice. That's why you take steps to protect yourself and your family. Whether it be that
shotgun in the corner, the sidearm on your hip, or the pepper spray you gave your daughter, you meet that fundamental responsibility. But if you're like most people, your preparations still lack a critical
element. You still need to know how to survive the critical ﬁght that looms after any defensive encounter: the legal battle. The Law of Self Defense provides precisely that critical, missing knowledge. This
book includes not just the laws of all ﬁfty states, but how the courts apply those laws. It's a plain-talk analysis that makes the law easy to understand for anyone, not just lawyers. Bestselling author,
Andrew F. Branca, is not only a lawyer and internationally recognized legal consultant, but also a life-long member of the gun community--more than 20 years as an NRA Life Member and Instructor, an
IDPA Master-class competitor, and a 2nd Amendment absolutist. Learn how to make fast, eﬀective decisions and conﬁdently handle life-and-death situations both tactically and legally. Read This Book And
Learn the Powerful Legal Truth That Can Safe Your Life, Wealth And Personal Freedom

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Serials Publications Contributed articles presented at a national seminar on 28th-29th August, 2004 at Department of Studies in Law, University of Mysore.

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND HUMAN VALUES
Firewall Media

THE LAW OF CORPORATIONS AND OTHER BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
Cengage Learning THE LAW OF CORPORATIONS AND OTHER BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS, 6th Edition deciphers the complex substantive and procedural laws surrounding U.S. business entities today.
Focusing on corporations, sole proprietorships, partnerships, limited liability partnerships, and limited liability entities, the text explains the law and the theory behind the law while providing practical
information that the paralegal can use on the job. Financial structures, securities regulations, mergers, and bankruptcy round out the legal discussions, along with special attention paid to the Uniform Acts
and Model Business Corporation Act as revised through 2007, which is the basis for most state business corporation acts in the United States. Special features include cites for state statutes, excerpted
cases, sample documents, paralegal proﬁles, chapter summaries, end-of-chapter exercises, practical advice, and much more. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

INTRODUCTION TO LAW FOR PARALEGALS
A CRITICAL THINKING APPROACH
FUNDAMENTALS OF CALIFORNIA LITIGATION FOR PARALEGALS
Wolters Kluwer The new edition of Maerowitz and Mauet's Fundamentals of CaliforniaLitigation for Paralegals gives students a complete explanation ofCalifornia speciﬁc litigation. Clearly written with the
student in mind, thetext makes the material accessible while the accompanying workbook and formsput theory into practice.These features make this text an appealing choice:* oﬀers a complete
understanding of the litigation process fromthe time the client walks into the oﬃce through trial and post-judgment,including settlements and alternative forms of resolutions* balanced approach neither
oversimpliﬁes the litigationprocess, nor clouds the educational course with excessive information* pedagogical aids such as bold-faced terms deﬁned in theglossary; examples; charts and checklists;
sample documents; chapter overviewsand summaries; and review questions are featured throughout the text* tailored to the California rules with each chapter referencingthe speciﬁc California statute
where more information can be found,and California forms included throughout* provides opportunities for the instructor to pick and choose whichareas to emphasize* a workbook on CD accompanies the
text and includes ﬁve casescenarios based on California law along with associated Judicial Council formsto be used as practical exercises* Instructor's Manual provides answers to the questionsposed in the
workbook and book, as well as a test bank of questions thatinclude true-false, short answer and essay questions so that theinstructor can choose the type of test to give. Projects for research andwriting,
sample forms, and suggested course outlines are also includedChanges to the Third Edition include:* chapters on motions and discovery tools have been broken down intoseparate sections so that they
are both easier for the student to understandand digest, and easier for the instructor to teach* depositions, interrogatories, and document productionhave been included and demurrers, motions to strike,
and summaryjudgment have been broken out into separate sections* more information included on litigation management systems andhow to use such systems to index and retrieve documents in large
cases* reﬂects most recent changes in the California rulesThis student-friendly text oﬀers a teachable approach to the subject ofCalifornia litigation. The content is neither oversimpliﬁed nor saturatedwith
excess information which allows for a smooth introduction.Fundamentals of California Litigation for Paralegals, Third Edition oﬀersa complete understanding of the litigation process, allowing students to
walkaway with a ﬁrm understanding of the complete picture.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO LEGAL WRITING AND LEGAL METHOD
Fred B. Rothman The second edition has the same accessible format as the ﬁrst; it divides the process of thinking & writing about legal problems into steps, explains the steps, illustrates good & bad ways
of applying the steps, & provides focused exercises to reinforce good legal writing skills. Three new appendixes-two trial court briefs & a second memo-have also been added. The methods & writing skills
in the book teach & reinforce the basic skills for "thinking like a lawyer." Complimentary Teacher's Manual available for quantity orders by professors & law schools. Second & third printings in 1995 & 1999
respectively. THIS BOOK IS PART OF OUR STUDENT SURVIVAL PACK...6 books for one low price (see Hein Item #324340).

EDISCOVERY FOR THE LEGAL PROFESSIONAL
Aspen Publishing Designed for today’s student, eDiscovery for the Legal Professional introduces the basics of electronic discovery. In the current, fast-paced legal environment, legal professionals need to
understand how technology inﬂuences the practice of law, how to communicate this information to their clients, and the most cost-eﬀective discovery tools available. This text oﬀers comprehensive and
timely coverage, including historical development of the eDiscovery ﬁeld, substantive legal precedent and case studies, procedural changes based on recent revisions to the Federal Rules of Civil
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Procedure, practical application of eDiscovery tools and resources, discussion of changing technology deﬁnitions, usage and trends, and ethical considerations for the legal professional when managing
electronic discovery and data. Professors and students will beneﬁt from: Accessible text that explains technical eDiscovery concepts in layman terms. Up-to-date discussion of current Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure covering eDiscovery. Eﬀective pedagogy with Examples and Exercises in every chapter, excerpts from cases and the Federal Rules, helpful lists and summaries, and Key Points that highlight
essential concepts and practical applications. Key topics covered include: Impact of Electronically Stored Information (ESI) on discovery, Data Management, Case Management, Spoliation, and Ethical
Considerations such as competence, conﬁdentiality, and informed consent. A comprehensive glossary that helps students with new and unfamiliar vocabulary

WIPO INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY HANDBOOK
POLICY, LAW AND USE
WIPO This is a general reference work on all aspects of intellectual property, including international treaties and conventions, analyses of all ﬁelds of intellectual property, its administration, enforcement
and teaching, technological and legal developments, and WIPO's work in its Member States. It covers issues including electronic commerce, biotechnology, traditional knowledge and management of
copyright and related rights and WIPO's vision and approaches to meet new challenges with a widening circle of partners. Can be used as a key reference work by creators, innovators, intellectual property
lawyers, government oﬃcials, university teachers and students.

A SHORT COURSE IN INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS [ELECTRONIC RESOURCE]
PROTECTING YOUR BRANDS, MARKS, COPYRIGHTS, PATENTS, DESIGNS, AND RELATED RIGHTS WORLDWIDE
World Trade Press

WILLS, TRUSTS, AND ESTATE ADMINISTRATION
Pearson Higher Ed This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Wills, Trusts, and
Estate Administration for Paralegals provides a comprehensive overview of estate planning and probate in a manner that is straightforward and easy to read and understand. Instructor resources include
an Instructor’s Manual, PowerPoint lecture slides, and Test Bank, while a book companion site oﬀers study resources for students. Teaching and Learning Experience: Includes frequent hypotheticals to
illustrate key concepts and features. "The Hypothetical Family" is a running example introduced in Chapter 1 and continued throughout each chapter to exemplify a ﬁctional, but life-like, estate planning
and probate scenario. Drafting assignments are provided in each chapter, as well as the forms for every assignment. Covers all of the major topics, including ethical considerations, and oﬀers solid review
and application of concepts

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LAW & THE INFORMATION SOCIETY; CASES & MATERIALS; AN OPEN CASEBOOK: 3RD EDITION 2016
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Intellectual Property: Law & the Information Society - Cases & Materials 3rd edition (2016). This Open Coursebook is an introduction to intellectual property
law, the set of private legal rights that allows individuals and corporations to control intangible creations and marks-from logos to novels to drug formulae -and the exceptions and limitations that deﬁne
those rights. It focuses on the three main forms of US federal intellectual property-trademark, copyright and patent, with a new chapter on Federal and state trade secret protection-but many of the ideas
discussed here apply far beyond those legal areas and far beyond the law of the United States. The book is intended to be a textbook for the basic Intellectual Property class, but because it is an Open
Coursebook, which can be freely edited, customized, copied and shared, it is also suitable for undergraduate classes, or for a business, library studies, communications or other graduate school class. A
free downloadable version can be found at the Duke Center for the Study of the Public Domain website. Each chapter contains an clear introduction to the ﬁeld, cases and secondary readings illustrating
the structure and conﬂicts in the theory and doctrine of intellectual property, followed by questions to test the student's understanding. Every chapter is built around a set of problems or role-playing
exercises involving the material. The problems range from a video of the Napster oral argument, with the students asked to take the place of the lawyers, to exercises counseling clients about how search
engines and trademarks interact, to discussions of the First Amendment's application to Digital Rights Management or the Supreme Court's new rulings on gene patents. The readings include writers as
diverse as John Locke, Mark Twain, Victor Hugo, Thomas Babington Macaulay and John Perry Barlow, former lyricist for the Grateful Dead. This edition is current as of August 2016. It includes discussions of
such issues as the Redskins' trademark cancellation and the recent constitutional challenges to it, the Google Books case, the America Invents Act's changes to patent law, and the 2016 Defend Trade
Secrets Act which created a new Federal trade secrecy cause of action. It is designed to be used with Boyle & Jenkins, Intellectual Property: Selected Statutes and Treaties, 2016 Edition, which is also
available both as a freely downloadable Open Coursebook and a high quality, low-cost paperback. About the Authors James Boyle is William Neal Reynolds Professor of Law at Duke Law School and the
former Chairman of the Board of Creative Commons. His other books include The Public Domain: Enclosing the Commons of the Mind Jennifer Jenkins is Senior Lecturing Fellow at Duke Law School and the
Director of the Center for the Study of the Public Domain. Her recent articles include In Ambiguous Battle: The Promise (and Pathos) of Public Domain Day, and Last Sale? Libraries' Rights in the Digital Age.

THE LAW OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
This text is the most deﬁnitive guide to the law of business organizations available today. The practical, how-to approach makes it a highly eﬀective training tool for paralegals and a valuable desk
reference they can use later in practice. The numerous forms, Internet resources, sample clauses, and substantive explanations of the use of these tools in the practice of business organizations law give
students the insight they need to thoroughly comprehend and retain the material. This text has been the primary source for paralegal training for more than 30 years, and this new sixth edition is
expanded and improved with all of the most current laws and resources.

THE FIVE TYPES OF LEGAL ARGUMENT
"The Five Types of Legal Argument succeeds both as a work of legal theory and as a practical guide to legal reasoning for law students, lawyers and judges. Huhn shows readers how to identify, create,
attack, and evaluate the ﬁve types of legal arguments (text, intent, precedent, tradition and policy) and how to weave the diﬀerent types of arguments toge the theoretical and practical themes of the
work. Huhn introduces two additional ways of attacking legal arguments, and in a new chapter he utilizes principles of deductive logic to demonstrate the validity of the theory of the ﬁve types of legal
arguments. The principal strength of this book is its clarity. Organized simply and logically, the book is written in plain language that is easily understood both by lay persons and professionals. The Five
Types of Legal Argument is required reading at a number of leading American law schools, and it is recommended for anyone who wishes to understand how to construct and how to critique legal
arguments. ther to make them more persuasive. The second edition further develops both the theoretical and practical themes of the work.Huhn introduces two additional ways of attacking legal
arguments, and in a new chapter he utilizes principles of deductive logic to demonstrate the validity of the theory of the ﬁve types of legal arguments. The principal strength of this book is its clarity.
Organized simply and logically, the book is written in plain language that is easily understood both by lay persons and professionals. The Five Types of Legal Argument is required reading at a number of
leading American law schools, and it is recommended for anyone who wishes to understand how to construct and how to critique legal arguments."

PROTECTING YOUR COMPANY'S INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS, PATENTS AND TRADE SECRETS
AMACOM A company’s most valuable assets may not be physical. This book shows how to protect them without fences or security guards!You can’t touch it or feel it. Sometimes you can’t even see it. Yet,
intellectual property continues to soar in value, comprising an increasingly greater portion of a typical company’s assets. In the age of instant global communication, understanding what intellectual
property is, how to protect it, and how to enhance its value are prerequisites for corporate survival.Enter attorney Deborah E. Bouchoux and her informative book, Protecting Your Company’s Intellectual
Property. Packed with fascinating and illuminating examples, this book is a succinct, yet comprehensive discussion of the four key areas of intellectual property: trademarks,copyrights, patents, and trade
secrets. In addition to deﬁning these areas (for instance, did you know that customer lists and marketing plans are protectable trade secrets?), the book oﬀers practical tools for protecting intellectual
property, including:Trademark and copyright application formsSample employment agreementsAn Internet usage policyTips on preventing unauthorized dissemination of information via the WebA guide
for conducting an IP auditAnd much, much more.

TORT LAW
CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS
Prentice Hall Tort Law Concepts and Applications, 2e provides the most comprehensive coverage of substantive American tort law available. This edition features two chapters devoted to intentional torts,
two chapters devoted to negligence, and references to the latest cases and statutes. To help students develop in-demand paralegal skills, there are extensive end-of-chapter exercises, online video cases,
and an entire chapter devoted to tort practice and applications.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM
Wolters Kluwer Law and Business The Fourth Edition of An Introduction to the American Legal System provides both historical context and thoroughly up-to-date coverage of all aspects of American law
and the legal system. Vivid examples, on-point case summaries, and hot-button issues make this text an obvious choice for paralegal, criminal justice, political science, or legal studies courses. Key New
Features Cases in Point that concisely illustrate how the law applies in the real world Questions for discussion in every chapter that point to high-interest issues for debate Discussions of recent U.S.
Supreme Court decisions such as the Obamacare decisions, the Defense of Marriage Act decision, and key rulings on recess appointments and First Amendment Rights Contemporary topical coverage,
such as the national security legislation and whistleblowers Updated discussions of justiﬁable use of force, intellectual property, abortion rights, capital punishment, and aﬃrmative action A well-crafted
design that includes learning objectives and chapter outlines A convenient Glossary of Legal Terms and The Constitution of the United States of America in the Appendices
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